FRIDAY, MARCH 4

4:30 p.m. President D. Edyved will give a Ray Scattering and Molecular Structure" lecture in Rooms 4-270. 6:00 p.m. September Dance in Main Hall of Memorial.

SATURDAY, MARCH 5.
7:00 p.m. Quadrangle Club Dinner in North Hall of Memorial.

SUNDAY, MARCH 6
6:00 p.m. Musical Clubs Concert in Main Hall of Memorial.
6:00 p.m. Alpha Delta Pi Dinner in Grill Room of Memorial.
6:30 p.m. Alpha Kappa Pi Dinner in Grill Room of Memorial.

Undergraduate Notices

CHESS CLUB MEETING
On Wednesday, March 2, at 8:15 p.m. in the L.T. Class Club meeting will be held in the Painting Room of Memorial Hall.

Funeral Services for Professor Prescott Will Be Held Today

Mat Death Through Accidental Discharge of Pistol

The best of both American and European tradition is blended with great spirit in the program of which Professor Prescott and Miss Hutchinson are the presenters and authors. He published this winter a novel and a play with the last being used for the first time at the Institute dinner and concert earlier this year. The collection of short stories as a literary theme is something new, and will be an anthological piece of work.

Professor Prescott was born in Boston, 1884, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Prescott. His father was a writer in Boston. After his graduation from Harvard, 1909, he was for a time a broker in Boston, but later returned to Harvard for graduate study, receiving the degree of Master of Arts in 1918. He is the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Prescott and Miss Hutchinson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Prescott and Miss Hutchinson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Prescott.

HARRIETTE LAKE TO BE SOPH PRIN GIRL

(Harriss Lake photo)

"SOPH"票选在这里公布，湖水已枯涸，整个湖面似乎像人工湖一样，湖水很浅，而在湖边，湖水很浅。Harriss Lake has chosen her first official girl, and the left she chose before it even reached Boundary.

Harriss Lake, but with a few reservations of her own ability, she was advised by friends to come to Hollywood and where a contest was awaiting her, but she chose to remain in Boston. She has been in Hollywood for about two years and has made some good films. Her current production is "American's Daughter," and Harriss Lake has found that she has been recognized as one of the leading actresses of the American stage.

WILL ARRIVE AT MIDNIGHT

It is reported that she will arrive at the hotel about midnight, accompanied by her mother, and she will be introduced by a representative of the hotel. She will stay at the hotel for the remainder of her stay, and she has been recognized as one of the leading actresses of the American stage. "American's Daughter," and Harriss Lake has found that she has been recognized as one of the leading actresses of the American stage. "American's Daughter," and Harriss Lake has found that she has been recognized as one of the leading actresses of the American stage. "American's Daughter," and Harriss Lake has found that she has been recognized as one of the leading actresses of the American stage. "American's Daughter," and Harriss Lake has found that she has been recognized as one of the leading actresses of the American stage.

Tickets Still Available

Tickets will be available at the door, and will be throughout the state of the day. At Harriss Lake Hotel, tickets will be available at the door, and will be throughout the state of the day. At Harriss Lake Hotel, tickets will be available at the door, and will be throughout the state of the day.

Telephones

Two Hearts in 3-4 Time

The Glorious Film with That Melodious Song, "Marching Through Georgia"

When the Shobon opened last week, we began catering to the Shobon, with its facilities for entertainment. The times have changed, and the Shobon has changed from its old-time days of vaudeville to its present-day form of entertainment. The Shobon has become a center for music, dance, and drama, and has become a popular place for young people to go.

ELECTIONS FOR SENIOR WEEK HELD THURSDAY

January 28th and 29th

The Shobon will be open each night, from 8 p.m. to midnight.

MCDONALD & GOLDFARB Tailors

37 Tremont Street

Five Fathers Tailored in Style

Rogers Feit Company

MacDonald & Goldfarb Tailors

37 Tremont Street

Fine Fathers Tailored in Style

Notre Dame of 40th and Kemper New York
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